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1. INTRODUCTION

The scanning Auger aicroprobe (SAm) provides spatially resolved elemental

analyses of specimens. When combined with ion etching, elemental distribution

in all three spatial dimensions can be determined. Unfortunately, the

usefulness of commercial SAMs for the characterization of small features is

limited by drift of the analyzing electron beam relative to the specimen as a

result of mechanical and thermal instabilities in the instrument.

In this report, we describe a "position modulation" technique devised to

overcome the limitation imposed on SAMs by beam instability. With the use of

the position modulation method, the sensitivity of Auger signal amplitudes to

beam position drift is eliminated, albeit at the expense of some reduction in

signal-to-noise ratio. The theory underlying position modulation is devel-

oped, and experimental data illustrating the application of the technique are

presented.
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11, BACKGROUND DISCUSSION

In the conventional method of Auger depth profiling, the analyzing beam

Is set at a point of interest, and the peak-to-peak Auger signal amplitudes of

elements are recorded as a function of time while the surface is sputtered by

an Ion beam. A plot of Auger signal amplitudes versus sputtering time repre-

sents elemental concentrations as a function of depth. Instability in the

position of the analyzing beam is detrimental because minor movement can shift

the beam away from the feature of interest. As a result, beam instability is

an especially serious problem when a, well-resolved composition prof ile of a

small feature is desired. The reason is that good depth resolution requires

low sputter rates, which translates to long sputtering time and consequently

to more opportunity for the beam to move away from the region of interest.

The position modulation technique was developed to eliminate the error

and uncertainty caused by beam instability, particularly in those situations

Vwhere the magnitude of the electron beam drift is comparable to the size of

-the feature of Interest. The principle of this technique is illustrated in

Fig. 1, in which the feature of interest is a strip of element A deposited on

a substrate of element B. In the position modulation technique, the analyzing

A electron beam is scanned repetitively across the feature of interest (F~ig. 1a)

to generate a secondary electron signal that is periodic. This periodic

secondary electron signal contains components at the scan frequency corre-

sponding to the Auger electrons emitted by elements present along the scan

line (Figs. lb and 1c). Whtn detected with a lock-in amplifier (Fig. 1d), the

amplitude and phase of the Auger signals of a particular feature depend on

where the feature is found on the scan line. Note that the periodic signals

of A and B are out of phase, and therefore their Auger signals have opposite

signs. This phase information is critical for distinguishing between elements

inside and outside the feature of interest. More Important,, it can be shown

that the magnitude of the signal produced by position modulation Is indepen-

dent of the position of the feature and therefore is unaffected by beam drift

as long as the feature stays within the scan line.
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Figure 1. Principles of position modulation. (a) Analyzing electron beam
scans repetitively across a feature of width v composed of element
"A" on a substrate of element "B". The beam scans along a line of
total length 2L in a time T. (b) As the spectrometer scans
sequentially through electron energy regions corresponding to
elements A and B, Auger signals periodic with the scan frequency
are produced. (c) These periodic signals have components at the
scan frequency arising from elements A and B, but with different
phases corresponding to their different positions along the scan
line. (d) The lock-in amplifier synchronously chops signal
components at the scan frequency. With proper phase adjustment and
filtering, d.c. levels corresponding to elements A and B are
obtained as the spectrometer scans through the appropriate energy
ranges. In the case illustrated, these signals have opposite
phases.
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Depth profiles are obtained by combining position modulation with ion

etching, similar to the conventional Auger depth profiling method. In the

situation represented in Fig. 1, a conventional Auger depth profile taken

through the strip will show a decrease in the concentration of element A and

the emergence of substrate element B as the strip is sputtered away. In the

position-modulated depth profile, A and B will both be detected initially, but

their Auger signals will have opposite signs. As the strip is sputtered away,

the amplitudes of the periodic signal components of both A and B vanish, and

thus the position-modulated Auger signals of both elements A and B disappear

together. The interpretation of position-modulated sputter depth profiles is

straightforward once the detection system is understood. An example of a

position-modulated depth profile will be presented and discussed.

11



III. EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental configuration using the Perkin-Elmer Physical Elec-

tronics model 590 SAM for position modulation measurements is illustrated in

Fig. 2. This arrangement does not differ substantially from the normal

configuration, and no modification to the instrument is required. The SAM is

used in the line-scan mode, and the electron beam scans repeatedly across a

feature of interest. The electron energy analyzer sweeps through the energy

ranges corresponding to elements to be detected. The first lock-in amplifier

(LI No. 1) is a component of the Auger system that is not fundamental to the

position modulation technique. LI No. 1 is used to differentiate the second-

ary electron spectrum with respect to energy. Differentiation reduces the

large, slowly varying background that would otherwise interfere with signal

amplification. In the position modulation technique, the energy-derivative

Auger signal is the input to the second lock-in amplifier (LI No. 2), which

derives its phase reference signal from the beam line scan. Because we want

to determine "magnitudes" of Auger signals, LI No. 2 ts a "quadrature" lock-in

amplifier providing two synchronously detected outputs that differ as a conse-

quence of a precise 90 deg relative phase shift in the reference signal. The

magnitude of an Auger signal is defined as the square root of the sum of the

squares of the quadrature outputs, whereas the signal phase is determined from

their ratio.

To carry out a position-modulated depth profile, a Z80-based microcom-

puter system developed in our laboratory is used to control the electron

energy analyzer and to collect the necessary Auger data. The computer

acquires the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the Auger signal and its quadrature,

stores the energies at which the signal maxima and minima occur, and keeps

track of the sputtering time. Position-modulated depth profiles are computed

and plotted from the storeA data.
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* Figure 2. Exp~rimenta1 configuration of SAM for position modulation.
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IV, THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The amplitude of an Auger signal detected using position modulation is

readily derived. The result illustrates the independence of signal amplitude

on movement of the electron beam. To demonstrate this property of position

modulation, we shall calculate the Auger signal amplitude explicitly for the

specimen geometry illustrated in Fig. 3. This geometry is well suited for

application of the position modulation technique and might represent the

* Schottky gate metallization of a metal-semiconductor microwave field-effect

transistor (FIT). The feature has a width v and is taken to be homogeneous

along its length and width. In the simplest experimental situation, elemental

compositions are uniform both in the strip and in the region outside the

strip, although the strip will in general have a layered structure. The

analyzing electron beam of the SAM at the specimen surface is, for conven-

ience, taken to be a square of uniform current density with aide D to simplify

the analysis. These assumptions do not affect our general conclusions.

Suppose that the electron beam, using the secondary (or absorbed current)

imaging mode, is set to scan atlong a line of length 2L with the strip at its

center. The parameter "I,, defined in Fig. 3 as the distance of the strip

from one end of the line scan, varies as the electron beam line is moved with

respect to the strip. Drift In the position of the line scan with respect to

the strip corresponds to a change In 1, which is completely equivalent to a

change In the phase reference of LI No. 2.

Provided that the time constant of LI No. I is munch less than the beam

scan period, the output of LI No. 1 Is f(x) dn(E)/dE, where the function f(x)

is sketched in Fig. 4. Because scan position varies linearly with time, we

can equivalently consider the function of fig. 4 as a function of time,

denoted f(t). The various distances defined in Fig. 4 can equivalently be

described by the times required by the electron beam to sweep through these
distances. The subsequent discussion is somewhat more natural in the time

domain*

15
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Figure 3. A specimen geometry of interest: scan of total length 2L over a
strip of length w, with edge a distance I from start of scan. The
electron beam has uniform flux distribution over a square of side
D. Scan position varies linearly with time, and instead of
distances the geometry is equivalently described by the times (T,
t, ti, and t ) required by the beam to scan through the

racteristig distances.
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Figure 4. Beau Intensity as function of position for square electron beam.
Maximum amplitude of f(x): 1 for D < v; v/D for D > w. (Fourier
coefficients are the same for both cases.)
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When the electron beau is scanned repetitively along a line across the

feature of interest, f(t) is a periodic function and may be represented as a

Fourier series

f(t) (a n a cos(2nwt/T) + b n sin( 2twt/T)J 1

The Fourier coefficients are

2 2

bn - [T/(n2 W tD)) sin(n~rtD/T)(cos42nrtl/A) - cos[2= (t1 + t )/TI} (2b)

Consider now the output of LI No. 2. A lock-in amplifier may be viewed

as a heterodyne mixer, which multiplies the input by a square wave with the

scan period T:

C(t) - -1 0 < t <tro

W +1 tr < t<tr +T/2, (3)

M--1 tr + T/2 <To

The quantity tr is the adjustable phase shift of the lock-in amplifier. C(t)

* may be expanded In a Fourier series as

C(t) - (4/w) i [1/(2k - 1)) sin(2w(2k - 1)(t - t r)/TI (4)

Only odd harmonics of the scan frequency are present, The output of the mixer

of the lock-in amplifier is proportional to f(t)-C(t).dn(E)/dE. A lock-in

detector of the "quadrature" type incorporat-,s a second mixer that forms the

product of f(t).dn(Z)/dE and a square wave siifted by 90 deg with respect to

C(t). The "in-phase" and "quadrature" outputs of the lock-in, denoted by St

and-SQ, are the components of the respective mixers at zero frequency. These

18w



outputs are obtained by filtering the mixer stage outputs, and for our

particular geometry are given by the expressions

33SI - -[2T/(:WtD)] [1/(2k- 1)31 sin[(2k - 1)wtd/T] (5a)
k-1

(cos[2(2k - lw(t" - tr + t.)/T] -cos[2(2k - l)w(t I - tr)/T]} dn(E)/dE

and -

SQ - [2T/(W3 td) (-I) [1/(2k - 1)]3 sin[(2k - I)wtD/T] (5b)
k-I

{sin[2(2k - l)w(t I - tr + tw)/TJ -sin[2(2k - 1)1(t I - tr)/T]) dn(K)/dE

We my approximate SI and sQ by the first term in these series expan-

sions, because additional terms in the series corresponding to third and

higher (nth) order harmonics fall off at least as rapidly as I/n2 (in the

limit of a small beam diameter) for the specimen geometry under discussion.

Many-lock-in detectors employ tuned amplifiers ahead of the mixers and in fact

directly eliminate higher terms in the series expansions of Eqs. (5a) and

(5b).

The effect of the second lock-in, according to Eqs. (5a) and (5b), has

been to multiply the ordinary derivative Auger signal, dn(-)/dE, by a geo-

metrical factor.* The quantities SI and SQ are taken to be the peak-to-peak

amplitudes of the in-phase and quadrature Auger signals as the electron

analyzer scans through the energy ranges corresponding to elements of

interest. The sign of SI or SQ is defined as positive if the negative

extremum of the derivative Auger signal occurs at higher kinetic energy than

the positive extremum. We compute and store the quantities

1/rD 21 1/2
,4(S ) + (sQ) 2  (2/" L/w2D) sin(wD/2L) [1 - c.s(ww/L)] dn(E)/dE (6a)

19



the signal magnitude, and

0 - arctau(S I/SQ)

e - (wiL) (1 + r + v2) (-w12 < < 12) (6b)

the signal phase. The distances, rather than the scan times, have again been

employed in the final results of Eqs. (6a) and (6b).

Som general features of the position modulation method are apparent from

Eqs. (6a) and (6b). With position modulation, Auger signals of a given

element in different portions of the scan can cancel. In fact Auger signals

vanish for elements present everywhere along the scan line. In the limit

v > -> 0, phase differences become unimportant and the Auger signal is propor-

tional to (v/2L)-dn(Z)/dZ, just as in conventional Auger signal detection. If

an element is present only outside of the strip rather than in the strip, the

corresponding Auger signal amplitude is unchanged, but the phase is reversed.

Consequently, the sign (phase) of the Auger signal is an indication of whether

an element is inside or outside of the region of interest.

The most striking aspect of position modulation is that the Auger signal

amplitudes are independent of drift in electron beam position, unless the beam

scan line drifts completely off of the strip. In a typical application, when

small features are to be analysed, one often must have a beam diameter approx-

imately equal to the feature width, lose, w-" D, Without position modulation,

position drift of one beam diameter would then result in the complete loss of

Auger signals from elements within the feature. With position modulation,

Auger signal amplitudes will not change, according to Eq. (6a). With the use

of position modulation, bass drift will result in a change in signal phase.

Phase information is stored along with signal amplitude and can be employed to

distinguish between elements inside and outside of the feature of interest.

20



V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic concepts of position modulation were verified experimentally

using a specimen geometry similar to that of Fig. 3. The analyzing electron

beam was scanned across a gold strip deposited on GaAs. The length of the

scan was about three times the width of the strip. The MNN gold Auger peak at

69 eV was monitored while the position of the strip relative to the scan line

was changed using the micrometer adjustments of the SAM specimen stage. The

Auger signal magnitude and phase, as defined in Eqs. (6a) and (6b), are shown

as a function of strip position in Fig. 5. The signal magnitude is indeed

independent of position, while the phase changes in agreement with Eq. (6b).

The change in phase angle is indeed linear with change in strip position. The

slope of the phase angle as a function of position measured from Fig. 5b is

6.5, in good agreement with the value 2w calculated from Eq. (6b). The appar-

ent discontinuity in phase angle evident in Fig. 5b Is simply a consequence of

the definition of Eq. (6b).

A gold strip approximately 10 Us wide, deposited on GaAs, was profiled

using position modulation. In the depth profile obtained from this specimen

(Fig. 6), Auger signals of opposite relative phase have been represented by

circles and by filled squares. The phase of the Auger gold signal is opposite

to the phase of the gallium, arsenic, and oxygen signals. Gold is found only

in the strip, while gallium and arsenic are located along the scan line

outside the strip. The Auger signals all go to zero as the gold is sputtered

away.

We have examined simple cases in which a given element is present only in

a particular region and has a uniform composition within that region. This

idealization is realistic in many situations normally encountered in the

analysis of microelectronic devices.
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Figure 5. (a) Auger signal magnitude and (b) Auger signal phase as a function
of position of a gold strip along scan line. Note that the signal
magnitude Is essentially independent of position.
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Figure 6. Auger depth profile, position modulation, Au metallization on
GaAs. Auger signals of one phase (Au) plotted as filled squares,
signals of opposite phase (0, Ga, An) plotted as circles. Oxygen
is present only on the surface and is sputtered avay very quickly.
Symbol "11" denotes time at which sputtering (in bombardment)
began.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that limitations imposed by beam position instabil-

ity on the Auger microprobe analysis of small features may be circumvented

using position modulation for specimen geometries of practical interest. The

position modulation technique permits a trade-off between signal-to-noise

ratio and the sensitivity of Auger signal amplitudes to drift in spatial

position of the analyzing electron beam. The advantage afforded by position

modulation cannot readily be achieved by other simple tricks such as increas-

ing the diameter of the electron beam. For example, if beam diameter is

increased, elements inside and outside of the feature of interest are not

distinguishable. The phase information obtained using position modulation

helps resolve such ambiguities. Position modulation is particularly suited to

the analysis of microelectronic devices (e.g., microwave FETs), where the

dimensions of features of interest are comparable to the electron beam

diameter and beam position drift found in most SANs now in use.
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